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Flow-through comb electroporation device for delivery of macromolecules
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Abstract
We present a microfluidic electroporation device with a comb electrode layout fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and glass. Characterization experiments with HeLa cells and fluorescent dextran show efficient delivery (~95%) with low toxicity (cell viability ~85%) as well as rapid pore closure after electroporation. The activity of delivered molecules is also verified by silencing RNA (siRNA) studies that demonstrate gene knockdown in GFP expressing cells. This simple, scalable approach to microfluidic, flow-through electroporation could facilitate the integration of electroporation modules within cell analysis devices that perform multiple operations.

Introduction
Electroporation is used for the delivery of a variety of cell-impermeable molecules such as DNA, RNA, drugs, antibodies, and dyes into mammalian cells.1, 2 Its popularity stems mainly from its versatility and simplicity. Cell electroporation occurs once the transmembrane potential exceeds a critical threshold value. The transmembrane potential depends, among other things, on the electric field around the cell.3 The small size of microfluidic-based systems provides the advantage of lowering the voltages needed to generate critical electric fields, since the length scale is generally reduced. That platform has additional advantages including,4 the ability to form uniform or symmetrical electric fields, the capability to generate controlled conditions, the potential for rapid optimization of delivery protocols, and the more efficient (cost-saving) use of reagents. Moreover, integration of electroporation into micro total analysis systems could open up the possibility of new applications.5

In the last decade, a number of microfluidic flow-through electroporation systems for the delivery of molecules into mammalian cells have been described. For example, some systems vary channel width to concentrate the electric field,6, 7 while different channel lengths have been used to facilitate rapid optimization of delivery conditions.8 To reduce the applied voltage and eliminate bubbles, channels with polyelectrolytic gel electrodes9 and serpentine aluminum channels have also been suggested.10, 11 Other work has demonstrated electric field pulsation with DC power supplies12 to simplify the experimental setup and laminar flow focusing of cell suspension with stream of buffer solution13 to minimize reactions at the electrodes and pH change. Finally, AC electric fields have been used to eliminate bubble formation.14
While progress has been made in the field of flow-through electroporation systems, a design that is easy to operate, fabricate and integrate within more complex chips has yet to be described. In this work, we address this challenge with a “comb type” design of the electrode pattern that, coupled with the use of AC voltages and appropriate channel size, provides bubble-free, localized electroporation as well as high cell viability. The design and its operating conditions minimize the voltage required for operation and allow for miniaturization of the device by eliminating the need for large area electrodes. After exploring the behavior of the chip, by delivering cell-impermeable dextran conjugated dyes, we demonstrate successful delivery of a cell-impermeable actin stain for live cell analysis and delivery of siRNA.

Microfluidic chip design and fabrication

The main idea behind the chip design is to use an interdigitated electrode pattern deposited on one side of the cell flow channel. The electrodes can be placed at a reduced distance in order to minimize the voltage required to create fields adequate for cell poration. In order to have an essentially uniform electric field between the electrodes, the distance of the electrodes has to be larger than the height of the channel. The channel width can be freely selected. The electrodes are powered by a high frequency AC voltage to avoid bubble formation at the electrodes.

To implement the above device concept, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Dow Corning, USA) chip (Figure 1) with a straight channel was bonded to Borofloat glass with gold electrodes patterned onto it using lift off. The channel was 50 µm wide and 15 µm high. The gold electrodes were 25 µm wide, 75 µm apart and 100 nm thick. Once a cell travelling through the channel reaches the area containing the electrodes, it is subjected to an electric field. In order to simplify the study of the role of cell exposure time to the electric field, we built sets of electrodes with different sizes onto each chip. By changing which electrode set is being used, we would change the cell’s exposure time. We built three sets of electrodes with 10, 20 and 30 electrode couples corresponding to a channel length of 750, 1500 and 2250 µm respectively. The chips had contact pads for connection to a function generator (Agilent). We also included additional electrodes as probes for in situ measurement of the local fields. A multi-physics simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics) simulation (Figure 2) confirmed that the field between the electrodes is essentially constant. The simulation also showed that above each electrode there is a point with a null field. Thus, as a cell travels through the channel it experiences both a field variation due to the externally imposed AC voltage and due to the field variation along the channel. The timescales of the two variations are very different with the one due to the external voltage being orders of magnitude faster than the one defined by electrode spacing.

The channel height (15µm) just larger than the typical cell diameter (~10–12µm) ensures flow of the cells leaving them an almost obligated passage. We expect the vertical position of the cell to play a limited role out of the uniformity of the electric field.

Experimental procedures

The experimental set up included the microfluidic chip powered by a function generator producing a sine wave at 100 kHz with amplitudes in the range of 4–7 V. Lower amplitudes gave fields too weak for electroporation and larger ones resulted in rapid degradation of the electrodes. The corresponding electric fields were in the 16–28 kV/m range, as measured with the probe electrodes.

An operating frequency of 100 kHz was selected so that we could neglect the loss in impedance due to double layer capacitance. Typical double layer capacitance is 15
Thus, at f=100 kHz, the capacitive impedance of an electrode is $1/(2\omega f C) \approx 10^4 \Omega$ (with C being the double layer capacitance of one electrode). We assume this effect is negligible with respect to the resistive impedance ($\approx 10^5 \Omega$ in phosphate buffer solution) between two consecutive electrodes.

The flow of the cell suspension through the chip was pressure driven and controlled by a pressure regulator. Typical cell speeds were $\approx 10$ mm/s.

For each experiment, cultured HeLa cells were washed with PBS and then detached with trypsin (0.05%) for 10 min. The trypsin reaction was quenched by adding a volume of media equal to twice the volume of trypsin. Cells were then centrifuged, resuspended in a flow buffer composed of PBS containing 3% bovine serum, 1% pluronics (F-68), and CaCl$_2$ (2 mg/ml), and flown through the chip.

**Delivery of cell impermeable fluorescent dextran conjugates**

In order to test the ability of the chip to deliver cell impermeable molecules, we selected a cell impermeable dextran conjugated to fluorescein (MW 10,000; Invitrogen). We tested the effect of electric fields with different strengths and different exposure times on cells. In each experiment, the cells were prepared as described above and the fluorescently-labeled dextran was added to the cell suspension before flowing it through the chip. Once the cells were collected from the chip, they were cultured for 18 hours and then stained with propidium iodide (50 µg/ml) as a test for viability and analyzed by flow cytometry (FACS LSR II-HTS, Becton Dickinson). Each experimental condition was repeated at least three times. For each experiment, the control was represented by cells flown through the chip in the absence of an applied electric field. During the course of our experiments, we observed a dependence of viability and delivery efficiency on the state of confluence of the cells. As a consequence, we standardized all of the experiments by utilizing cells within 48 hours of their most recent media change at a cell density of $\approx 80–100$ cells/mm$^2$.

**Phalloxin experiments**

We explored the delivery of phallotoxins to cells to demonstrate delivery of molecules other than dextran. Phallotoxins are used to stain actin and are known to be cell impermeable. Most often, they are used on fixed cells, but staining of live cells using lipotransfer-mediated delivery of phallotoxins has been reported. To demonstrate phalloxin delivery, we prepared the cells as described above and resuspended them in the flow buffer with 4.4 µM of phallacidin fluorescently labeled with Bodipy (B607, Invitrogen). Electroporation conditions were those that provided the highest yield in the dextran delivery experiments (exposure time=72 ms, field=24 kV/m). As a control, cells were flown through the chip in the absence of an electric field. Cells were then collected and placed in a chambered cover slip (Lab Tek, USA) and imaged using a confocal microscope (Zeiss Axiovert with a Perkin Elmer spinning disk confocal microscope).

**Delivery of siRNA**

Gene silencing experiments were also performed to assess the potential to use this system as a method for controlling gene expression. Stable GFP-expressing HeLa cells were electroporated in the presence of GFP silencing siRNA (Ambion) and analyzed by FACS (fluorescent activated cell sorting) (FACS Canto II, BD Biosciences) 48 hours after delivery for fluorescence knockdown (exposure time=72 ms, field=24 kV/m).
Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows the results of the dextran experiments in terms of delivery efficiency, cell viability and delivery yield. These quantities are plotted against field strength and exposure time as a parameter. Delivery efficiency, cell viability and delivery yield are defined as:

\[ \text{Delivery Efficiency}(\%) = (G/V) \times 100\% \]  
\[ \text{Cell Viability}(\%) = (V/T) \times 100\% \]  
\[ \text{Delivery Yield}(\%) = (G/T) \times 100\% \]

Here G=the number of cells containing the conjugated dextran, V=the number of viable cells (cells not stained by PI), and T=the total number of cells observed.

The data show that delivery efficiency increases with stronger fields and longer exposure times. In contrast, viability decreases in the presence of stronger fields and longer exposure times. As a result, the delivery yield exhibits a maximum for a set exposure time. In particular, the exposure time of 72 ms and 24 kV/m gives a delivery yield of 80% with ~92% of cells delivered.

With an eye towards future integration of the electroporation chip with other cell microfluidic operations, it is useful to know how long the cells are able to uptake (or release) material from (or to) the surrounding environment. As a test, we compared the delivery efficiency in two different cases. In the first case, cells are electroporated in the channel with the dextran in the cell suspension as previously described, but the suspension medium is diluted once the cells arrived in the collection reservoir. In the second case, the cells are electroporated in a medium without any dye and the cells meet the dye in the collection reservoir (about 20 ms after the exposure to the electric field). In both cases electroporation exposure time to the electric field is 72 ms and the field intensity is 24 kV/m. In the first case the delivery efficiency is about 82% while in the latter case the delivery is about 2% (Figure 4). These results indicate that the pores are only open when the cells are exposed to the electric field and the pores are practically closed within 20 ms after the end of the electric field. As a note, typical fluid flow rates in the device are ~2ul/min, while the reservoir contains >20ul of solution (with or without dye). Collection occurred every minute, and experiments were repeated 3 times.

For electroporated cells, the Phallotoxin experiments resulted in stained actin within the cells showing fluorescence at both the Bodipy (excitation/emission 505/512) and Cascade Blue wavelengths in confocal microscopy while control cells did not show evidence of either fluorophore. The dextran conjugated with the Cascade Blue is used to confirm that the cell has been successfully electroporated. Figure 4 shows confocal images at different heights of a stained cell collected using a filterset adequate for the emission range of the Phallotoxin.

When GFP-expressing HeLa cells are electroporated in the presence of GFP silencing siRNA (Ambion.), knockdown of gene expression (decreased fluorescence) is observed at 48 hours after treatment. The concentration-dependent knockdown profile (p<0.001, analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test) (Figure 5) demonstrates the system’s ability to deliver bioactive materials to the cell cytosol and illustrates its potential for gene regulation. Delivery of scrambled siRNA controls did not
produce any gene knockdown thereby indicating that the electroporation process itself is not responsible for the observed results.

Conclusions

The present study has demonstrated a microfluidic-based electroporation device with a comb design electrode layout that with an applied AC electric field provided successful electroporation of HeLa cells. A 100 kHz operating frequency made the effect of double layer capacitance negligible, allowing for low operating voltages and electrode miniaturization. Electroporation performance was characterized by fluorescent dextran and showed a peak delivery yield of 82%. Additionally, cells exhibited a short pore closure time after electroporation. Delivery of cell-impermeable molecules into cells, specifically phalloxin for actin staining and siRNA for gene knockdown, established the ability to deliver active materials into the cells during electroporation. This simple and scalable microfabrication approach to electroporation could be used for the integration of electroporation modules within complex devices that perform electroporation as one of many functions.
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Figure 1.
Microfluidic chip for electroporation. The chip has the flow channel patterned in PDMS and bonded onto a Borofloat glass slide with patterned electrodes. The electrodes extend to large contact pads for external connection. Several pairs of electrodes have been patterned for both redundancy and the ability to test different exposure times by maintaining the same flow rate and using comb structures of different widths. Insets show details of geometry and dimensions of the electrodes used in this work.
Figure 2.
Comsol simulation of the electric field in the channel with interdigitated electrodes. The figure shows the modulus of the electric field (V/m) for 1V of potential difference between the positive and negative electrodes. The system is periodic and only a portion is shown. Due to the ratio between electrode distance and channel height, the field is essentially uniform between the electrodes.
Figure 3.
Results of the flow-through electroporation of HeLa cells at 100 kHz. All of the graphs have electric field intensity in abscissa and cell exposure time to the field as a parameter. The top graph shows delivery efficiency, the middle graph shows cell viability and the bottom graph shows delivery yield. Values of delivery, viability and yield for the controls with no voltage applied are included at abscissa 28.5 kV/m. The error bars are +/- one standard deviation and each data point has been repeated at least 3 times. The experimental conditions selected are those that correspond to the highest delivery yield as identified by the first set of experiments (exposure time=72 ms, field=24 kV/m).
Figure 4.
Confocal images of a cell stained with Bodipy fluorescent phallacidin (with excitation/emission at 505/512 nm) delivered using a field of 24 kV/m for ~72 ms. Different images refer to cross sections in different positions of the same cell. The images were collected using a filterset adequate for the Phallotoxin emission range.
Figure 5.
GFP expression data obtained by FACS at 48 hours after treatment. Treated cells were plated in triplicate and error bars represent one standard deviation. Observed knockdown due to electroporation is specific and dosage dependent (**** p<0.001, ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test). Scrambled siRNA does not provide gene knockdown suggesting that electroporation itself is not responsible for the results, however it provides a difference with the untreated cells (***p<0.01 Student’s t-test with respect to untreated cells). Delivery with standard commercial reagents such as Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, U.S.A) is included for comparison (** p<0.001 Student’s t-test with respect to the untreated cells). Endocytosis does not give a statistically significant variation of GFP expression.